WHAT IS CHEMISTRY AND WHY STUDY IT?

Introduction

The two questions I would like to address in this essay are: What is chemistry? and: Why should you be interested in studying it? I’ll address the second question first because it forms the basis for the answer to the first question.

The one thing that we need to know about chemistry in order to address the second question is that it is a science. We’ll come back to the relationship between chemistry and science, but we need to begin by discussing science in general. So, what is a science? There are many definitions of science, many of which depend on who is defining it. Definitions include aspects of rationality (there are logical connections between data and theory), empiricism (using the senses to collect the data or facts), and objectivity (minimizing the effect of one’s personal biases on the interpretation of data). Each of these aspects can be taken to extremes. My definition is very broad, encompassing all of these aspects, but is based on a biblical foundation.

The Biblical Mandate

The first chapters of Genesis describe both what science is and why humans should be interested in studying it. In Gen. 1:28 we read: “God blessed them and said to them, ‘Be fruitful and increase in number; fill the earth and subdue it. Rule over the fish of the sea and the birds of the air and over every living creature that moves on the ground.’” Gen 2:15 says: “The Lord God took the man and put him in the Garden of Eden to work it and take care of it.” And Gen 2:19-20 reads: "Now the Lord God had formed out of the ground all the beasts of the field and all the birds of the air. He brought them to the man to see what he would name them; and whatever the man called every living creature, that was its name. So the man gave names to all the livestock, the birds of the air and all the beasts of the field." God placed us in creation to care for it and gave us the authority to use it for God's glory (commonly called the cultural mandate).

God did not however, give us a manual that described how creation worked. We are to discover that for ourselves. Science is the means by which man works to understand the created order. In other words, the goal of science is to discover, by studying the creation, those laws which God uses to govern the universe. This is not limited to the "hard" sciences (physics, chemistry, biology), but includes any field that attempts to identify creational laws (i.e., math, psychology, economics, law, even theology). To summarize, we do science because God commands us to do it and because our created nature (curiosity and dominion) compels us to do it.

The Object, Method, and Tools

Science therefore studies all of creation. This is the empirical element. Scientists use their senses to look at the creation. However, trying to take on the whole creation at once is impossible for humans because of our limited abilities. So scientists abstract parts of creation for in-depth study; that is, they focus on a small part of the created order, studying it intently to identify the laws functioning in that small area. The attempt to determine the laws of creation describes the rational element. This abstraction has resulted in the formation of the various disciplines of academic study; i.e., math, chemistry, biology, sociology, art, literature, and theology. Chemistry is thus one of many disciplines that make up science. The exact nature of chemistry will be discussed later.
Science deals with the created order, but it is also a human activity. We bring to our scientific investigations our beliefs and predispositions about science and the world. This is the objective element. Our beliefs and opinions about the nature and function of creation skews our view of creation. In one sense this is good. Our abstraction of parts of creation is necessary, right down to what kinds of data we choose to collect. For example, you are not likely to record the outside temperature during an experiment if you know you are in an air-conditioned building. On the other hand, scientists sometimes attempt to use their data to prove a theory that they want to believe is true. A well known example is the case of “cold fusion” where a group of scientists believed they had caused two hydrogen atoms to react to form helium in a simple beaker (the same reaction which is used in the hydrogen bomb, a nuclear weapon). Many other labs attempted to reproduce this experiment, but none were successful and the original researchers were humiliated (to say the least).

A Neutral Science?
As a human activity, science is also a response to God and His commands. Thus it is not and cannot be "neutral". Science is often described as being religiously neutral, particularly in the natural sciences (math, physics, chemistry, and biology) because the object of study, the creation, is believed to be neutral. A non-Christian will see the world as a product of a long chain of natural, uncontrolled processes defined by a set of natural laws inherent to the universe. A Christian sees the world as the product of the creative acts of an omnipotent creator who continually upholds His creation (providence). Even so, when a non-Christian and a Christian study creation, they usually discover the same laws. Why is this the case, if science is not neutral?

The answer lies in the nature of God's relationship to his creation. When God created the world, he put in place a set of laws that define the created order. This set of laws cannot be broken (we cannot defy the law of gravity, for example), unlike the laws that govern the relationships between men and between man and God, which were broken when Adam sinned (although it is also possible to identify creational laws in these areas). Thus, because of this providential upholding of creation, all men see the same order, but they do not respond in the same way. Christians know of this relationship between God and creation, and thus have a good incentive to study, use, and care for creation. On the other hand, the non-Christian either does not see God's hand in creation, or chooses to ignore or minimize it, and therefore his incentive is only one of personal curiosity and survival (conquering the natural elements). This difference in viewpoint is the same as the fundamental difference between Christians and non-Christians; that difference being whether God as the focus of one's life or the self as the focus of one's life.

Science and Truth
Science is often seen as a means of learning the "truth". While the scientist does attempt to find and understand the creational laws, it is impossible for any of the laws (or theories) that he defines to be described as "true". This is because it is impossible to prove that a theory based on empirical data (observations of the regularities in nature) is true because one cannot observe all of the empirical data. For example, in order for Newton's three laws of motion to be proven to be absolute, it would be necessary for us as humans to observe the motion of every body in the universe since the beginning of time to see if that motion fits within the bounds of Newtonian physics. Even one exception to Newton's laws would show that they are not absolutely true; and for Newton's laws, this is indeed the case, because they do not hold at speeds approaching the
speed of light. So scientific laws can be shown to be non-absolute (that does not mean that they do not hold at all, but hold only under certain conditions), but they cannot be shown to be absolutely true.

As a result of this inability to prove the truthfulness of theory, the scientist who has no knowledge of God and his providence is left with no basis for absolute truth. His life becomes a meaningless fight for whatever values he might hold. The Christian can accept the tentativeness of the theories he proposes because he knows that he is a finite creature studying the work of an infinite creator, and thus knows that his work can only be an approximation of the creational laws instituted by God. His work then becomes that of critiquing the known theories to see if they fit in with the absolute laws of God that are known by the special revelation of the Bible and attempting to improve on these laws so that they may better approximate the creational laws.

For example, quantum mechanics, the theory underlying most of chemistry, has built into it a sub-theory known as the uncertainty principle. This theory states that at the atomic level, it is impossible to know exactly the position and/or the velocity of the fundamental particles; the proton, neutron, and electron. In other words, when we look at an atom closely (assuming we could), the best we can do is to say that the electron will spend most of its time within a certain distance from the nucleus (center) of the atom. We can't know exactly where it is. The result of such reasoning if we extend it beyond chemistry is that all absolutes are abolished; that is, nothing can be absolute.

However, the Bible teaches, "even the hairs of your head are all numbered" (Luke 12:7). God knows everything, even the most inconsequential details. This is incompatible with the ideas of indeterminism and relativism that are discussed above. Thus even though quantum mechanics is currently the best theory available for understanding the workings of the atom, we must realize that the consequences of this theory may not be compatible with our faith. What we as Christians must then do is to study such theories as quantum mechanics and attempt to either explain the difference between the implications of the theory and our faith or redefine the theory in order to remove the anomaly.

What is Chemistry?

Now let's return to the first question. What is chemistry? The text describes chemistry as "the science that studies the properties and interactions of matter" (Olmsted & Williams, Chemistry, 3rd. ed., pg. 3). Knowing now some of the bigger issues related to science we can give a somewhat different, but I believe more complete, definition:

Chemistry is that field of study in which man, in response to the Word of God, attempts to understand the creational laws for the nature and composition of matter and the changes therein; and in doing so reflect the glory of the Lord Jesus Christ through whom all things hold together.

Through this we recognize that chemistry is only a small part of science; that it is done not for any selfish reasons, but rather as an aspect of our service to God; and that it is a fallible, human activity, in need of restoration and redemption.

The aspect of creation which chemistry addresses is the material aspect. Chemists often use the term substance or matter to refer to the object of study. (More and more, the term molecule is used, but not all chemical substances are molecules, for example, salt. Compound is also used, but many elements are not compounds.) To expand on the textbook definition given above, chemistry deals with the nature of substances, properties, structures, and reactions. It is these characteristics that form the "phenomena" of chemical science.
Chemical science explains these characteristics in terms of various theories. The periodic law describes the layout of the atoms in the periodic table, and is based on quantum mechanics. Organic structural chemistry defines functional groups that explain the reactivity of substances such as carboxylic acids and alkenes. Equilibrium chemistry and thermodynamics explain the stability of some chemical substances relative to others.

There is clearly a rational structure to chemistry, to the point where some organic syntheses, a logical process, can be planned out by computational algorithms. The periodic table groups elements in a rational pattern based on reactivity and on atomic properties. Quantum mechanics is a very rational and mathematical approach to understanding chemical structure.

Chemistry, as a typical science, does not leave creation for its concepts or explanations. Chemistry builds on the theories of quantum mechanics, thermodynamics, and statistical mechanics, all with their basis in physics. In fact, chemistry does not generally concern itself with the ultimate nature of matter (i.e. subatomic particles or cosmology), so chemistry does not generally touch on that collection of questions.

But it is not just the structure of matter that is of interest to chemical science, but also the ability to transform matter from one kind of substance to another. Probably more so than any of the other natural sciences, chemistry is characterized by the manipulation of matter to produce materials not yet found in creation. Nobel laureate Roald Hoffmann gives an elegant description:

But so many more molecules of chemistry are made by us, in the laboratory. We're awfully prolific—a registry of known, well-characterized compounds now numbers over ten million. Ten million compounds that were not on earth before! It is true that their constitution follows underlying rules, and if chemist A had not made such-and-such a molecule on a certain day, then it is likely to have been synthesized a few days or decades later by chemist B. But the human being, a chemist, chooses the molecule to be made and a distinct way to make it. The situation is not all that different from the artist who, constrained by the physics of pigment and canvas, and shaped by his or her training, nevertheless creates the new. [The Same and Not the Same, pg 90]

Thus, while analysis of existing and new compounds is an important aspect of chemical science, chemists also work very hard at making new substances. It is through the chemical science of synthesis that the lines between "pure science", "applied science", and "technology" become blurred.

Chemistry has a long and lively history involving the manipulation of matter into useful products. Alchemists attempted to turn base metals into gold. Many chemists were trained as physicians, apothecaries, or pharmacists because of the use of chemistry (or alchemy) to treat disease. In the past two centuries, these practical activities have grown into a major industry. Nowadays, the U.S. chemical industry produced about $440 billion in products in 2000, accounting for about 10% of all U.S. manufacturing industries and about 27% of the global chemicals market. The industry employs about one million people.

General Chemistry textbooks include practical applications of chemistry, usually as illustrations of the principles described in a given section or chapter. More extensive discussions of these applications can be found in the more popular books such as those by Breslow and Hoffman (see bibliography). In each of these books there are two themes present. The first theme is that chemistry (as technology) is shown to be a necessary part of the development of our modern world. The development of aspirin, sulfa drugs, and antibiotics along with the growing understanding of the chemical structure and function of biological systems revolutionized medicine. The use of petroleum as starting materials for polymers (plastics) has created a whole range of materials useful in everything from beverage containers to clothing to
cookware to structural materials. Photography (a personal interest) is an art, but photographic film is a complex photosensitive chemical system requiring chemical processing to create the actual photograph. The second theme is that these applications of chemistry come from the ability of chemists to synthesize new materials.

The significance of this discussion is that it leads to the conclusion that chemistry as a science and the chemistry as a technology are not far removed in character. That is, chemistry involves both science and technology, and therefore a complete description must address both aspects.

To summarize, chemistry is more than a pure science, it is concerned with more than understanding and predicting natural chemical phenomena. Inherent to chemistry is the notion of controlling matter, synthesizing it into desirable substances. Some of these new substances advance the science; others have useful functions outside of chemical science, as technological objects in human culture. As such, chemistry is a discipline that demonstrates a more thorough expression of the cultural mandate than is typically associated with scientific disciplines, which requires that humanity's efforts to understand creation be used to develop a God glorifying culture.

Putting Chemistry in Context

However, we cannot stop here in this analysis. I said earlier that science divides creation into smaller parts (abstracts) for easier study. Chemistry is one of those abstractions. Once we have some understanding of a particular field, we must step back and reintegrate our knowledge into the larger domain of science. The compartmentalized nature of most disciplines makes this difficult (what connection is there between chemistry and sociology), although it does occur between disciplines that are closely related (much of biology does depend on chemical principles), even if the disciplines have different fundamental principles (chemistry: matter and energy; biology: life). This is a point that is slowly changing in the disciplines as they realize there are benefits to cross-discipline communication.

So Why are You in This Class?

You may be wondering why you are studying chemistry if you are not a chemistry major. Chemistry is important in a number of fields. In biology and medicine, there is a trend towards focusing on the cell and intracellular activities (called cell biology, molecular biology, or biochemistry). Understanding both the structure of the cell and the events that happen inside the cell depend strongly (but not exclusively) on the chemistry of the cell, from the structural components that make up cell membranes and DNA, to the effect of fluid composition on the rate of various biochemical reactions. Engineering takes principles from physics and chemistry and applies them to practical problems. The chemical composition of steel determines its strength and ability to resist corrosion. The design of the internal combustion engine attempts to optimize the conversion of chemical energy contained in fuel into mechanical energy that drives the wheels. The ability to design faster microprocessors for computers depends on the ability to generate smaller features on the chip, which involves the use of chemical processing. And of course you use chemicals every day, from the water you used for your shower this morning to the caffeine in the cola you drink to the ink or graphite in your pen or pencil you are using for notes. You might find that things you learn in chemistry help you to understand the nature and effects of some of these everyday chemicals.
Conclusion

To summarize, the Christian’s motivation for doing science is two-fold. We do science because God has commanded us to do it (both explicitly in his commands in Genesis and implicitly through our curiosity) and because we need to act as agents of reconciliation for science, returning it to a God-glorying activity rather than a man-centered one. We must also realize that this second reason will not come to completion until the second coming of Christ, thus we must be patient with our world as well.

Chemistry is but one of many sciences, all of which attempt to understand and/or apply the laws governing the creation. Chemistry focuses on that part concerned with the nature and composition of matter and the changes therein. That knowledge is also used, within chemistry, to control and manipulate the material aspect of creation to make useful technological products. Chemistry is not isolated, but interacts with the other sciences on many levels, each science contributing to our picture of creation.

Finally, our Christian understanding of science gives us a unique perspective regarding the care and use of the created order. We neither need to become radical environmentalists who hold nature as sacred and not to be touched nor do we need to become uncaring exploiters of the resources we have available to us. As stewards of creation, we have the right to use the creation as we see fit; yet we must remember that all our actions are done in God’s sight and we will be accountable to him if we abuse the privileges he has given us.
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Some Definitions of Science and Chemistry

A natural science is a theoretical explanatory discipline which objectively addresses natural phenomena within the general constraints that (1) its theories must be rationally connectable to generally specifiable empirical phenomena and that (2) it normally does not leave the natural realm for the concepts employed in its explanations.

Del Ratzsch, Philosophy of Science, pg 15
Del Ratzsch is a Reformed philosopher of science

Chemistry is the science that tries to understand the properties of substances and the changes that substances undergo. It is concerned with substances that occur naturally...and also with new substances created by humans. It is concerned with natural changes...and also with new transformations invented and created by chemists.

...Chemists are involved in two different types of activity. Some chemists investigate the natural world and try to understand it, while other chemists create new substances and new ways to perform chemical changes that do not occur in nature.

Ronald Breslow, Chemistry Today and Tomorrow, pp 1-2
(QD 31.2.B75 1997)
Ronald Breslow is an award winning chemistry professor and past-president of the American Chemical Society

Chemistry is that field of study in which man, in response to the Word of God, attempts to understand the creational laws for the nature and composition of matter and the changes therein; and in doing so reflect the glory of the Lord Jesus Christ through whom all things hold together.

Carl Fictorie, What is Chemistry and Why Study It?